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Introduction/Background* There are around 3,200 new cases
of cervical cancer(CC) each year in the UK and it accounts
for at least 2% of all new cancer cases. Management can
involve surgery for early-stage disease or chemoradiation
(CRT). In our regional cancer network, we explored the dis-
ease course, changing management paradigm, complications
and outcomes of patients with T4/stage IVA(FIGO 2009) CC
over a 10-year period.
Methodology We carried out a retrospective, multicentre analy-
sis between Jan 1 2010 and Dec 31 2020. The project
included 4 NHS trusts in the region. Overall, 274 cervical
cancer cases were reviewed, 35 cases were stage 4A and there-
fore suitable for analysis. In each case, treatment protocol
(including radiotherapy dose/fraction), urinary diversion proce-
dure, presence of fistula and survival outcomes were reviewed.
Kaplan-Meier analysis and Logrank tests were used to com-
pare survival distributions.
Result(s)* Median PFS of those who received 50.4Gy with a
boost(external beam 14.4Gy in 8# to include compromised
parametria or 19.5Gy in 3# HDR) vs no boost was 89.8
months vs 6 months, p=0.0462. Their median OS were 90.6
months vs 8.8months respectively p=0.0216. Those treated
with palliative intent had a median OS of 8 months while
those with a poor performance status(PS>2) and hence

managed with best supportive care(BSC) died within
6.5months of presentation. 7/35(20%) patients had evidence
of either vesico-vaginal(n=5) or recto-vesico-vaginal fistula
(n=2). 2 patients developed fistula as a result of therapy. Pres-
ence of fistula (9 vs 12.42 months , p=0.4374) and hydro-
nephrosis (8.8 vs 13.1 months, p=0.3668) did not lead to a
significant difference in OS. Patient age (�50yrs) and high PS
were found to be associated with increased risk of death,
p<0.0330)
Conclusion* Admittedly, there were fewer patients in some of
the groups analysed however, the data has shown the impact
of presence or absence of boost treatment on OS and PFS.
Those treated with palliative intent and BSC unsurprisingly
but predictably had poorer outcomes. Presence of fistula or
hydronephrosis did not significantly impact patient OS. How-
ever, higher age at diagnosis and fitness was associated with
increased risk of death.
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Introduction/Background* The purpose of this study is to
determine the disease, and treatment characteristics of stage
IB-IV cervical cancer associated with survival differences.

Abstract 129 Figure 1 Progression free and overall survival Kaplan-Meier curves
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Methodology A retrospective chart review on cervical cancer
patients in BC between January 1, 2010 and December 31,
2017 was done. Demographic data, treatment details and
covariates of prognostic signifikance were collected. Data

analysis included logistic regression, multivariate Cox regres-
sions, pairwise comparisons and 2-tailed t tests as appropriate.
Result(s)* 780 patients were examined (stage I 31.5%, II
20.0%, III 34.5%, IV 3.3%). Survival outcomes are presented

Abstract 132 Table 1

Abstract 132 Table 2
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for the cohort as a whole, and stratified by stage of diagnoses
in table 1 and 2 respectively. Decreased overall survival was
associated with lymphovascular invasion and p16 negativity,
however when stratified by stage, LVI significantly impacted
survival in stage I to III patients only. Increased survival was
associated with surgical resection, radical radiotherapy (RT),
brachytherapy, concurrent cisplatin and 5 weeks of chemother-
apy (vs. <5 weeks). When stratified by stage, surgical resec-
tion only improved survial in stage I patients, with no
significant difference in any other stage. The use of radical
RT, brachytherapy, and concurrent chemotherapy did not
show survival differences in stage I disease, but did in stage II
to IV. As a whole, peri-RT chemotherapy was not associated
with survival benefit in adeno/adenosquamous carcinoma. 180
women recurred (23.1%) with mostly distant metastases
(42.8%). There was lower incidence of recurrence after pri-
mary surgical resection in those with tumor size <2cm vs.
tumors >2cm (4.1% vs 24.7%, p=0.0004). Though only
37.7% of recurrence/metastases was treated with first-line car-
boplatin/paclitaxel/bevacizumab, it was associated with better
overall survival compared to other regimens (median OS 40.1
vs. 24.8 months, p=0.03).
Conclusion* A significant number of women had recurrence
(23.1%), and LVI and p16 negativity is associated with poor
survival. Surgical resection in stage I is associated with
improved survival but not in stage II to IV. Use of radical
chemoradiation treatment is associated with survival differen-
ces in stage II to IV disease, but not stage I. First line carbo-
platin/paclitaxel/bevacizumab for recurrence shows improves
survival but only a small proportion of women received it.
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Introduction/Background* Cervical cancer is the fourth cancer
in terms of incidence and mortality in women worldwide. Rel-
ative to other cancers, there has been limited progress in the
discovery of effective new therapies. Drug repurposing is an
alternative development pathway that utilise the properties of
drugs approved for other diseases and builds on available
safety and pharmacological data to develop the drug as a
potential (cervical) cancer drug.

We screened the literature to identify drug repurposing
opportunities in cervical cancer to inform future research and
trials.
Methodology A literature-based approach was undertaken to
identify whether the drugs included in ReDO_DB (database of
317 non-cancer drugs on the market with at least one article
reporting a possible effect on any cancer type) or CDcer-
vix_DB (database containing 217 drugs approved for one or
more malignancies by a regulatory agency, but excluding drugs
currently used in cervical cancer). PubMed was queried for
each drug and all abstracts were assessed for relevance and

Abstract 143 Table 1 Five examples of repurposing candidates for cervical cancer
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